Rapid Prototyping
Marieke Acquoij, Jeroen Alblas, Marloes Brinkema, Jorian Dane

Introduction
The goal of this module was to understand Rapid Prototyping. Therefor different rapid prototyping
techniques were investigated, 3D-software was individually learned and the costs were calculated for
creating a final prototype out of the Rapid Prototype techniques.
In this report our design process while using the Rapid Prototyping techniques is discussed and visualized.
To elaborate on this module personal reflections are written that will be discussed at the end of the file.
During this module we worked together in a team of 4 students. We designed our own assignment for this
module in which 3 diifferent focus subjects came back during the process: Using different techniques,
organic shapes and individual & team work. With these 3 subjects we came toward an end goal for our
assignment.
The end goal was to create a base framework that was made and designed as a team. This by using the
techniques of 3D scanning and printing. Next to this base we decided to make individual object that could
be integrated in this framework.
The framework was designed in the form of a shoo in which you could adjust your individual elements
suchs as a heel.
The individual part could be created in each way every student wanted. The reason for this was that all of
us could discover the software and wanted techniques.
To explore the business among this area and get inspiration from different perspectives we went to the
Rapic Pro expo and worked with different techniques.
To finalize our end product we created a 1:1 model and a cost calculation. This all showed us a holistic
view on the techniques and possibilities of Rapid Prototyping.
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Design and manufacturing
Foot model
3D-scanning
Together with our team we decided to scan a human leg to use this scan as a solid digital base

for our shoe. For this scan we used Marieke her leg to scan with the 3D sense scanner. This scanner works
with infra red light which makes it not usable in every condition. To use this scanner as much reflective
(warm) light, such as sunlight, should be avoided. This causes noise in the scan we wanted to make the first
time. To create a good scan we went to a room with artificial lighting which allowed us to finish the scan
completely with every element of the real legg included.
Rebuilding in Solidworks
However the scanning went prosperous in the right conditions, the 3D digital model

had to be rebuild in Solidworks to make it adjustable and therefore able to use for further exploration.
Jeroen and Jorian copied the contours of the scanned object (the leg) and created a digital usable leg by
creating a loft out of these contours. Now a digital leg was created and usable for further exploration.

Realization of foot model 
To showcase the design of our shoe, we thought it would be nice to rapid
prototype of the foot as well. The file of the 3D scanned foot was imported in SolidWorks to create a lofted
version. This file formed the basic file to realize a physical foot to showcase our shoe on.
Milling 
To create a nice balance between the different rapid prototyping techniques we decided to use
milling to create the foot. The material chosen for the milling was a lump of wood, milling the foot out of one
piece of wood.
After an expert consultation with Jasper about the milling, it became clear that it was not possible to get our
foot completely milled, due to the limitations of the CNC machine. It would not be possible because the CNC
machine can only reach a depth of 8 cm and we needed to mill deeper to reach everything.

To create a complete foot to showcase our designed shoe, we decided to split up the STL file into two. One
part would be milled. The other half would be created with the laser cutter, creating 2D slices which could be
put together to create a 3D model.
Milling costs
The cost for the milling part of the foot is determined by the running time of the machine. The

material we have used was free. The CNC machine costs €20 per hour. To mill this part, the machine needs
4 hours and 9 minutes. The total cost will then be €83,Source:
http://www.fablabbergenopzoom.nl/prijzen-2
(machine cost)
Technique
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Total price
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€20
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Laser cutter 
To create the laser cut file, the STL file
was imported in Autodesk 123D Make. This program
helped to make the model into interlocked slices.
During the module this technique was used before in
this module to create the complete foot out of MDF.
However to create a nicer finish this time, we decided
to go for Perspex this time.
Laser cutting costs 
The cost for the milling part of the
foot is determined by the running time of the machine
and the material. In his case we used Perspex. We used a perspex sheet of 350 x 400 mm which would have
cost us €4,19 plus €7,50 to cut it, which makes a total of €11,69.
To cut the file it would take a laser cutter 13 min. At the faculty Industrial Design at TU/e it costs around
€18,- an hour (according to Jan). It would have cost us €3,90 to cut it. In total it would have cost €15,59.
At Fablab the costs are €40,- per hour. Here it would cost €8,67 to actually cut it. However you can only rent
it per hour, so it would still cost you €40,Source:
http://www.plexiglas.nl/shop/plexiglas-helder-2-mm/
(price material)
Jan (price machine cost)
http://www.fablabbergenopzoom.nl/prijzen-2
(price commercial laser cutting)

Shoe sole
The shoe sole is one of the parts of the shoe that we initially had
most trouble with creating. What we wanted as a shoe sole is
basically the negative of the bottom of the 3D scanned foot. To
be able to create measured out module connection parts we
wanted to this in Solidworks. Therefore me and a fellow team
member sliced and traced the STL file model of the foot to be
able to make it out of a lofted surface in Solid Works. After this

was done it was solidified so it could be used to be intersected with
another object in order to have a base negative of the foot. All top parts
of this negative shape where just taken away to leave a shoe sole. The
bottom of this sole follows the outer contour of the foot shape.
To be able to connect modules to the shoe sole – only shoe heels in the
end – we were recommend to make a force closed connector rather than
a form closed connector. Therefore I first made a heel connector with
click fingers. A nice feature of this connector was that users could
actually step on their shoe heels to attach them. We were then told
though that this would not work with 3D printed materials because they
would most likely break after using them several times.
Therefore I made a first form closed concept. Rather stupidly though I made this in a way that prevented one
to be able to slide the heel on the sole due to the form of the sole. Making the sliding the other way around is
no solution as well because then it would slide of because of the walking direction.
Therefore I designed a new form closed connector that had to be quarter turned into place. Once turned into
place it can not turn any further by using constraining surfaces. Turning back too easily is prevented by
having the heel click onto two 1mm thick knobs.
The shoe must be made from a slightly bendable material that is also rigid enough to provide for the shoe
heel attachment.

To test the heel attachment mechanism and to see what the shoe sole actually looks like combined with the
meshsock, three small 3D printed prototypes were created. The first one was created by Marieke on her
home RepRap 3D printer. The quality of this was too low to test the mechanism though. To be able to see
the actual shape a lot of support material had to be break away leaving a rough end result. Therefore
another one was created using an Ultimaker 3D printer. This also creates a rigid grid as support material that
is hard to remove from under overhanging structures as in the locking mechanism. After removing some of
the support material it seemed to fit. Another high quality prototype from the Connex 3D printer proved that
it didn’t fit though.

The final manufacturing of the shoe sole is combined with the manufacturing of the meshsock. Therefore
the costcalculation of the manufacturing on the Connex 3D printer can be found also combined under the
meshsock.

Meshsock
Since we wanted to make the shoe look organic, we derived from the brainstorm what our interpretations
were for this style. For this we had to make the structure based on something called voronoi, because this
was not possible in Solidworks we first had to find out what applications could make such structures and we
soon came upon the plugin Grasshopper in Rhinoceros. For this Jeroen, Jorian and Marloes did some
tutorials in grasshopper to make this pattern but unfortunately without proper results.

We then took a look at what other applications could help. Jeroen took a look at Autodesk’s Revit and Jorian
and Marieke at 123D Meshmixer. After several hours it we still did not have the desired results and through
some tutorials Marieke found out that a application called Meshlab was also possible for this type of

modelling. Marieke first made a Voronoi Mesh model based on the scanned foot as a tryout which gave the
desired results.

Then Jorian modelled the lofted feet, that the shoe sole was based on, into a voronoi meshed foot using tihs
application. Since it was still too big, Marieke used NatFabb to cut the top of to make it more of a slipper to
make it cheaper and easier to get on.

For the final result we merged the meshsock with the sole in Rhino
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Individual heels
Jeroen 
For creating the shoe, tasks where divided to
some extent. We would all create a modular heel for
the shoe though. I created two concepts. One is based
on suspension and a soft smooth walk by combining
a soft material with mesh for shock refraction and
stability. This one is not actually created because the
circular pattern is pretty straight forward.
The other heel I created was based on providing
interesting aesthetics and footprint.
However I intended this design to be made out of a slightly resilient softer material as well, in collaboration
with Jasper was decided to give it a try on the cheaper Ultimaker to see whether it was possible to create
the complex twisted shape without support material.
This turned out pretty good. Only the thin overhanging parts were slightly bending during the printing
process and therefore look somewhat rougher. Also using no support material meant that the fitting
mechanism needed to be printed separately.
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Marieke
For my individual module I designed a heel that can be adjusted to the shoe base. For this heel I had

chosen to work with Solidworks as 3D software program. Because of my small introduction with this
program I was not able to go very extreme in my design as I wanted. Nevertheless I made a visible attractive
heel in my opinion, with a certain challenge of using my skills in Solidworks.
The heel that I have made I printed first on the RepRap 3D printer to see how the outcome would be. Since
the quality of this heel did not fulfill my wishes I will make it on the Ultimaker printer as well.
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Marloes
To create my modular heel I decided to use SolidWorks. One of my goals of this module was to learn to work
with SolidWorks and the heel allowed me to experiment with SolidWorks and in the end showcase a bit what
I can do with the program.

Above are two examples of heels I have made while learning SolidWorks.
For my final heel I decided to create the letter M of
Marloes. After making a first version I was not really
satisfied, so I remade it to make it a bit more elegant.

As manufacturing method I choose to use the 3D printer, since I have never 3D printed something of my own
before. The heel file was split into two separate files, one with the heel and one with the connector. This way,
the heel could be printed upside down and less support material was needed.

The cost of my heel to print would total be €1,23.
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Jorian

For my heel, I started with lofting an abstract shape in Solidworks to get some sort of an

organic curve but accidentally made a heel with a footprint of a pig. From this I came upon the
idea of making the heel a thing of personalization as footprints, where my final heel would
leave a heart with every step.

This heart is a just an example of one of the possibilities, since these are endless. It is
interesting to take a look at the customization of someone’s footprint a person leaves with
every step and how it could make the ground more appealing to look at if its a total mix of
unique and different shapes.
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Silicon molding
To experience another rapid prototyping technique a small workshop of silicon molding was
given. For this workshop all of us had to arrange an object with the small measurements
(50*50*50 mm). This object was used for duplication. The negative form of this object could
be created by the silicon mold which should be casted after the hardening process of the
silicon material.
To prepare the silicon mold the objects had to be hanged individually in a perspex cube. To
create a air release canal a toothpicks was attached to the farest corners of the objects.
Later in the process of casting this small canal can be used to lead the air out the mold, to
create a cohesive (and therefore stronger) material.
On top of the object a bigger wooden stick was placed. This stick will create a hole on top of
the mold. From this opening the liquid material will be poured into the mold.
During this module we did not get to work with the casting itself. Nevertheless to explore this
technique will we finish this exploration during the RSDL-weeks.
Silicone molding process

Rapid prototype expo reflections
Marieke
During the Rapid Pro expo I visited the lecture: 3D Printing and her impact on lives in 2025 giving by Gijs
Molsbergen who is co-founder and community manager of The next Marketing.
In this lecture he described a fiction story about a man who lives in the year 2025 and the impact of 3D
printing in his life.
During this lecture Gijs explained how big and important the impact of this technique might become in the
department of health and medical care. Of course things might change in homes in the form of 3D printed
goodies is what he explained but this impact is significantly small compared to the health and medical care
according to mister Molsbergen.
Not only this industry will benefit from this technique he explains. The first 3D printed engines are already
created, which can cause for drastic changes in the airline industry and automotive industry. Also the food
industry has a big change to change a lot which might can lead to future solutions of starvation in certain
parts of the world.
Will most of the examples Gijs mentioned I agreed and was delighted to see that this Rapid technique can
have so much influence on our future life. Nevertheless I think this change might by as big as the lecturer
mentioned among companies and institutions, but not among the average people.
In my opinion a small group of people might have a 3D printer in 2025 and is able to play around with this
tool. However I doubt that we can print our own proteases as mister Molsbergen suggests. I think the
average person will not be able yet to design for 3D printing in a time spent of 10 years. This will take some
more years or even decadas for people can print their own hearts and other body parts.
In the lecture Gijs also implicates that 3D printing will not be as important for the fashion industry. This
comment I experienced as a paradox to our goal during this module. Next to this I also disagree with this
comment of Gijs, since I think 3D printing and other rapid prototyping can play a big role in this industry to
make industrial designs in fashion more personalized.

Jeroen
Armed with some basic knowledge about 3D printing and lasercutting and some questions about organic
mesh creation we went to the Rapid Pro fair on the third module day.
This fair gave an interesting insight in the current product development for and through rapid prototyping.
Something that stood out for me was the fact that it seems that current development is not that innovative.
Especially at the home professional area, every stand showed about the same technology in a slightly varied
shape or form. For me personally - the few novelties present at the fair where to found in the industrial area.
For instance high quality aluminium alloy 3D printing. Furthermore variety in this area was mostly found in

how companies apply and use current techniques. For instance the Sense 3D scanner that we also used was
present at many stands whilst they all used it in very different setups for very different products. One of
these stands, the Layfa 3D printing Service stand, was particularly interesting for us as a group. This stand
showed a mechanical set-up holding the sense 3D scanner to be used to scan the feet of people. For
instance for prostheses but mostly for developing custom shoe lasts in order to create personal ice skating
shoes.
Since we tried to scan a foot as well - with minor succes - and tried to convert this to a usable solid shape
this was at this point exactly what we wanted. Some further questioning learned us though that they spend
10 years(!) on developing a custom plugin for Rhino to be able to properly use the 3D scanned data to model
a shoe last. Though this felt somewhat demotivating at that time it feels good know that we at least
managed to get a shoe sole shape that closely resembles the shape of the scanned foot.
What I mainly learned at this fair is that rapid prototyping, despite the hype fuzz surrounding is not immune
to some obstacles that limit the growth of new products and technology. Rapid prototyping as it is, seems to
remain a tool of a few early adopters, technicians and nerds, not for everyone.
I think there is a number of reasons why this growth in development and adoption keeps limited for now:
· 
People and especially companies are afraid of using new – perhaps not fully developed –
technologies,
· 
most rapid prototyping require some computer drawing or even 3D CAD modeling skills,
· 
there are several rapid prototyping techniques with individual pro’s and cons; what do you use?
· 
people focus too much on the poor quality of Rapid prototyping techniques whilst this actually got
much better the past few years
· 
some people/companies may not even be aware that rapid prototyping can be a solution for their
(prototype) production issues.
Without a large number of users, there won’t be much development. With little development and innovation,
there are fewer buyers.
For some of the issues with rapid prototyping already some concepts have been developed to overcome
them. For instance, the Element, a startup by Printer that is setup by some guys from my previous education.
Basically this additional device for your 3D enables even those without any design or tech background to
utilize the full capabilities of 3D printing.
Looking at startups also shows some other nice developments like the Carbon 3D printer that utilizes
Continuous Liquid Interface Production technique, which uses a special resin that only solidifies when it
comes into contact with UV light and oxygen. Using this technique additive slicing is not needed. Instead
unnecessary material is removed from a bath of this special resin.
A startup that can be found on Kickstarter under the name BoXZY, combines a 3D printer, laser cutter and a
milling machine in one device. This removes the need to choose one of the rapid prototyping techniques.
I would have liked it to find novel initiatives like this on the Rapid Pro Fair.
Lecture - 3D Printing and its impact on life in 2025 
Together with my fellow team members we went to two
lectures. One of them, ‘Print your own body parts in a fablab’ was a bit of a disappointment, because the
lecturer could not come and was replaced by someone that only told that this is not possible in a Fablab.
The other lecture ‘3D Printing and its impact on life in 2025’ was mainly a fictional story about the life of a
person in 2025 to give some insight in the future added value of 3D Printing for society.
The thing in this story that instantly surprised me is that it told about this one guy in the street that makes
toy figures for people in the neighbourhood. Apparently the storyteller expects 3D printing to not going to be
something for everyone whilst I think with for instance initiatives like ‘the Element’ the first steps for this are

already made. It may seem unnecessary now but that is looking at the future with the knowledge of know.
Some decades ago only printing companies with big printing presses produced and reproduced printed
papers. Now we all have one at home. I am pretty shure no one could imagine the importance of having your
own printer at home. Even my grandparents have one.
Furthermore the storyteller involved some medical uses of novel technologies and rapid prototyping but only
as reviewing/monitoring tools. He talked about 3D scanning and printing a patients heart so the doctors can
easily review it. Whilst this is probably very useful I would think further and look at recreating the whole heart
using 3D printing techniques. However the materials where very brittle the printed heart that was shown at
the start of the module looked quite promising to me. But then 2025 might be quite soon already..
After the fictional story the lecturer went on about the added value of 3D printing in terms of quickly making
ideas tangible, mass personalization and sustainability through local production, lighter materials and less
machines.
Another development that was shortly talked about was print DNA-specific food. This enables doctors and
dieetists to print good looking food for people that is adapted to their needs for recovery or diet.
The most interesting thing that was mentioned was the fact that in a world of personal/local manufacturing
designers will fulfil a very different role than they do now. In his opinion a designer facilitates designs that
people can then adapt on/ personalize. As a matter of fact this is a proposition that I like quite much. It
actually got me thinking about adding some of my designs to websites like Shapeways.

Marloes
Fair itself
th
On Wednesday 4
of March we visited the Rapid Pro Fair. On the fair different companies shown a variety of
rapid prototyping techniques, but primarily the rapid prototyping existed of CNC milling, 3D printing, laser
cutting and 3D scanning. The fair existed out of two areas, one industrial area and one home professional
area.

What was mostly interesting about the fair was to see what is currently going on in the field of rapid
prototyping. Although the home professional area didn’t seem to innovate that much, which I felt was a pity.
The power of the crowded could do so much more. On the other hand I understand that in order to make a
3D print you need programs like SolidWorks or Rhino that are quite complex to use.
The industrial area was really interesting to see, because there were really nice and new developments (or at
least development that were new to me). I especially liked the robot arm that could 3D print. I believe that
this will make it easier to print large objects out of one piece.
During the fair visit I mainly focused on finding companies that did similar things to what we were doing, so
either creating voronio patterns or shoes. We found one company that made a program to scan a foot with
the same scanner that we used earlier this week. It was a bit demotivating when they told us it took them 10
years, but it also showed how complex 3D modelling can be.

3D Printing and its impact on life in 2025 lecture
Description

The lecture “3D Printing and its impact on life in 2025” was a nice story about how our life in 2025 could look
like. Via storytelling it explored how 3D printing influenced our life and from that certain interesting
directions could be extracted:
- 
It can have a large impact on health care. For example more life’s could be save making 3D prints
from MRI scans in preparation for surgery.
- 
In the field of food it could also have a large impact. Not only could we shape our food in more
pleasing ways, it could also allow us to print food tailored to recovery. This tailoring could be done
in such a way that we get DNA specific food.
- 
Useful application could be for handymen to print spare parts at home. For example car enthusiast
could use it to print car parts.
Although these directions seem to be rather serious, 3D printing would not only focus on serious
applications. It could also make our life’s more fun. It could also be possible to print a prosthetic arm that
allows you to play guitar. Expectations were that in 2025 3D printing would not yet be mainstream at home,
meaning that not everyone will have one at home.
My opinion
The situation sketch was a very nice sketch, but it was not really mind blowing. The direction they were
talking about weren’t for me that mind blowing, because I had heard of them before. For me the story felt
rather narrow still, but that could have been because of the way it was told. At some points it felt that the
details about the 3D printer were forced in the story too much. We will have all these new things, but I would
be more interested in what it will do would with our experience. As a designer I would be much more
interested in philosophizing about this, then only imagine what you can image to print.
What interested me most about the lecture from a vision point of view was the services and communities
that arise with the rise of 3D printers. I am not a product designer, my interest lies more in the field of
Product Service Systems. It is becoming a decentralized ecosystem, which opens up nice opportunities for
development for both individuals and companies.

Jorian
On the fair there were a lot of companies exposing the same printers and the same examples, a lot of them
did not even give clear applications of how valuable and useful 3D printing can be as a rapid prototyping or
manufacturing tool. Because of this the overall experience was not that impressive as I expected. There
were of course some new things that caught my interest, for example the possibility to print with wood fiber
to get a wood looking model and the bigger 3D printers to make furniture.

The Rapid Pro Fair gave me the idea that this industry is sort of stuck at the moment, since a lot of
companies show the same example models but without useful applications. This will of course need more
time since there are already more technologies going on as exposed at the fair.
The lecture was interesting since it gave me some nice ideas to think about, for example the fact that it can
be very valuable in the medical world and as a tool to communicate ideas (which we during our module have
already experienced with the laser cutting of the foot)

Lecture
I went to two lectures with my group; “3D Printing and its impact on life in 2025” and “Printing your own body
parts in a Fablab”. The last one was not useful at all because the actual speaker could not come and was
replaced by someone who only told us the answer to the title which was simply a “No”, because of this I will
not elaborate further on this lecture but only on “3D Printing and its impact on life in 2025”
The lecture was given by
Gijs Molsbergen who is one of the founders of the company “The next marketing”.

The lecture started off with a fictive story about a man who lives in the year 2025 and is seen as a toymaker
by the kids in the street. The applications that Gijs raised up with the things that this man would make were
merely things that were already known nowadays, such as figures and jewelry. The fictive story ended with
the application of using a scanned heart of a kid to 3D print it as a preparation tool for doctors to gain
insights in how the heart would actually be in order to perform surgeries more quickly and easier.
After this story, the speaker addressed the fact that 3D printing can be seen most valuable in the medical
sector as a tool for communication and simulation which was impressive to know about. In my point of view
3D printing would me much more useful in producing custom made models for the body such as prosthesis
and cartilage.
Besides that Gijs also told about the fact that 3D printing is more valuable in communities and not
individually which was rather odd since there is also a very huge home-user sector and because it becomes
some sort of a trend nowadays to have your own 3D printer at home. I understand the value of these
communities such as Shapeways or 3D Hubs but these all start with the individual user and when the trend
continues these communities become less important since more people will have their own printer.
There were some applications that were already based on the predictions of how this technology will
develop. For example printing parts for planes which would be less weight and thereby make the plane
consume less fuel to decrease the cost of flights. But in my opinion there will be many more applications if
keep developing and explore what is possible. There are many more materials to print with instead of the
well known plastic filaments and even companies such as Disney Research have proven that it is possible to
print electronics, both hard circuits and soft electronics. The possibilities are endless and for me as a
designer it will become much easier to make smaller batches of high fidelity prototypes.

Personal module reflections
Marieke
Why: 
To develop my practical skill in prototyping, I participated the module DB222 Rapid Prototyping. In my
vision I already mentioned Rapid Prototyping as a important role in the faculty of Industrial Design. I wanted
to learn more about how to prototype easier and faster. Therefor I wanted to know more about how the
different rapid technique works.
During this module I also hoped to develop my skills in 3D-computer modeling and develop my skills in the
area of forms and senses.
What: 
During this module I worked closely together within a group of four. We created our own assignment
following from our own learning goals: Improving skills in different software and exploring different
techniques.
It was decided to create a team-designed base which allowed to connect with modular elements that were
designed individually. This base took the form of a footwear (team work) from which heels could be
adjusted(solo work).
During this process I have learned myself the basics of Solidworks and how to work with adjusting
3D-models in different software programs suchs as Netfabb and Meshlab.
To get a quick result after finishing a 3D-model on the computer, I tried to use the 3D-print technique
multiple times to create a physical and tangible object.
During this process I have used my friend his 3D-printer the RepRap to get quick results.
Growth: 
During this module I did not always agree with the way of working with my team members.
I wished that we had created more physical models together to learn from the technique processes and see
what is possible and not.
Here fore I have tried to do this in my spare time at home with my Reprap 3D-printer, which taught me about
using this 3D-printing technique. Nevertheless I still think I would have learned more about different
techniques if our team worked more together on this during the module.
By doing the basic tutorial of Solidworks I got to understand the software in such a way I can create
3D-digital and physical models now. Although our group had been sitting together while working on these
tutorial, I think we should have shared more of our findings in the different software programs.
The assignment we gave to ourselves I reckon was too ambitious in my opinion. In the beginning it seemed
a good challenge but along the way to many details were over discussed.
Future: 
This module gave us the opportunity to look around in the world of rapid prototyping techniques and
machines. By using the machines quite quickly I got to understand how those machines work. Nevertheless
I think I might have used the machines to quick sometime if I look at the cost price of them. Luckily the
lecturer Jasper gave me a lot of advice to adjust my drawings to create a better and less expensive end
result. Next time I will take more time for my digital drawings instead of just sending them to the machines.

Jeroen

One of my goals for this semester is to gain skills and knowledge on Rapid Prototyping techniques
(Integrating Technology) and prototyping aesthetic quality in terms of finishing and detailing. (Form and
Senses) As described in my vision I want to apply rapid prototyping to be able to design for the future by
being able to do or make crazy stuff, without bothering too much about theoretical backgrounds, costs and
benefits beforehand.
After reading the module description I expected the module to be straightforward modelling in Solid Works
and then physically creating it using several rapid prototyping techniques. The module was way more
explorative though. However this was very nice and provided me a lot of knowledge on design and modelling
software it didn’t really feel like 
rapid
prototyping and we did not generate very much physical prototypes
after one week. (Way more after 3 weeks due to extension)
Groups were formed. Each group had to come up with their own assignment. This meant we were mainly
busy with brainstorming on day one of the module. This brainstorming was aimed at finding a common goal
that we would like to achieve during this module. This resulted in the statement that we wanted to create
dynamic and organic looking objects using various rapid prototyping techniques. We wanted to combine this
objects in one showcase. Several possibilities were considered but finally we came up with using a modular
shoe as our showcase.
This meant we could use the 3D scanner to scan a foot and create the shoe base on that. This turned out to
be quite a challenge.
Also incorporating organic (generative) mesh proved to be pretty hard to use on existing 3D shapes. We
asked around at the Rapid Pro fair how we could do this. No one really knew but they all mentioned that
Rhino Grasshopper is a suitable tool for creating organic looking generative meshes. After me and some of
me fellow team members struggled with this some time we started looking to other possibilities. Therefore I
tried Revit that turned out to be very unsuitable because it can only interpret 2D drawings to create 3D
objects. Luckily we then found tools like Meshmixer and Meshlab to automatically create the desired mesh.
However this meant having little control over the pattern, this was much more ‘rapid’. This felt necessary
since the first three days from the ‘Rapid prorotyping’ module only existed out of brainstorming, some 3D
scanning and exploring software. Using 123 maker we could easily create interlocked lasercut drawings to
create a foot model to fit in the shoe. This tool seems to do all the work for you on the screen but getting the
actual model to fit was quite hard.
My main contribution to the final product of this project was the shoe sole that I created from a lofted foot
model in Solid works. With the heel I created I really got to focus on the aesthetic quality of the product.
As a short introduction to silicon molding we were given the opportunity to bring our own object to
reproduce using a silicon mold. Therefore I brought a small toy car. Some wooden sticks where glued to this
model to provide a sprue and air channels. Some earlier results of this technique were shown to prove its
versatility and quality. This quality is very dependent though on how well the silicon is mixed and degassed.
The main thing I learned from this module is that it is not always necessary to fully design and draw models
for rapid prototyping yourself. There are some beautiful smart tools like 123Maker and meshlab that can
save a lot of time whilst still giving you the possibility to create something that looks awesome.
I would have been nice to have spend less time on trying to figure out advanced tools like Rhino
Grasshopper and sooner rapidly generating physical prototypes with quick tools like 123Maker and
Meshlab.
The physical prototypes that were made gave much more insight in production challenges and problems
then the versions on the screen did. Therefore, the quicker you create them, the quicker you notice these
things.

Another thing that I learned during this module is that the somewhat hyped 3D printing is less versatile then
one would think. For instance creating high quality prototypes is virtually impossible when dealing with a big
support material grid. This might be solved by using a 3D printer with solvable filament but this is way more
expensive.
Before this module I had some experience with Solid Works, this experience is now much more in depth
because I had to work with very complex surfaces.
This module was a useful exploration in designing for and creating by rapid prototyping techniques. Since all
machines were controlled by personnel I mainly learned about designing for rapid prototyping. The chance I
will buy my own rapid prototyping machines in the near future is quite small. Therefore knowing what
consequences some design choices on the computer have for the physical output is most useful in future
therefore. By keeping the possibilities of the rapid prototyping machines in mind while designing the
product, the quality of the physical product will be higher. For instance with 3D printing preventing big
overhangs will result in less needed support material and bended surfaces.

Marloes
During the module Rapid Prototyping the focus was on getting a better understanding of Rapid Prototyping.
We worked in a team of four. We were free to choose whatever we wanted to make, as long as we used at
least two different techniques. One the first day, after a quick brainstorm session, we decided we would
make a shoe with a modular heel. This way everyone had an individual part to design as well. The shoe was
based on a 3D scan of a foot.
During the week we decided it would be nice to have nice model of a foot as well on which the shoe could be
showcased. This foot was first created from laser cutted MDF. The final version was design to exist from
half laser cutted Perspex and have milling. My contribution to the final design was the foot half out of
perspex and one of the heels.
My goal for this module was to extend my prototyping skills. In previous assessment I received comments
that I should start making more, making my ideas more explicit and allowing me to communicate better.
From the module description I expected that it would be focused on learning to design with SolidWorks after
which the product was made physical by using 3D printing or CNC milling.
The module did not live up to my expectations of a one week SolidWorks class, but looking back I am happy
that we did not only focus on SolidWorks. We now had the chance to explore different programs to see what
fitted best, creating a broader understanding of rapid prototyping. This meant less depth, but for that’s not a
problem for me. As long as I know what the program can do, I can develop it further on my own.
The module did taught me that rapid prototyping is not always that rapid. My expectations were that you
could have prototypes within half a day. During we only managed to do this with the laser cut files. Looking
back this has something to do with the fact that we only have little experience with 3D programs on the
other hand the printing of my heel already took 4 hours.
It was really interesting to visit the fair during the module week as well. This gave me good insights in what
is going on in this field.

The cost calculation helped me to realize that 3D printing on the Ultimaker or milling is not necessarily very
expensive. Of course it depends on what you are making, but in the past I never looked into it because I felt
that it was way too expensive.
With my new developed skills I expect that in the future I will faster consider to use 3D printing for rapid
prototyping. This will help me to communicate my ideas better with stakeholders and experts. This will help
me to speed up the process.

Jorian
Motivation
I chose this module because 3d printing was really new to me, I knew about the some applications but not
what it could actually mean for a design process. To come better in known with this technique as a rapid
prototype tool and its possibilities I chose to do this to develop this knowledge. I first had the expectation
that it was we would learn me a lot about how to 3D model through solidworks. That the goal of this module
was to print many results as part of an iterative process, because of this expectation I had the thought that it
would be an individual module.

What I did
In the beginning of the module we did a brief brainstorm to combine everyone's ideas on what he/she would
want to make for the week and how it would look like. We started off with the making of individual
moodboards and discussed these after 30 minutes.
From there on we decided to make an organic shoe that is customizable and modular, fit to a scanned foot
and fully 3D printed. To make it a perfectly fit one we have used the 3D Sense to scan Marieke’s foot and
after a few hours we succeeded in having a 3d model of the foot.
We tried to import it in Solidworks but due to complexity I and Jeroen had to make a foot based on the
lofting-technique and used the scanned foot as a reference model.
For the shoe we basically had three parts, the heel, the sole and the shaft attached to the sole. For the shaft
we wanted to make the shoe look organic so we took a look at voronoi patterns. For this we did research in
several applications and I followed multiple tutorials for these applications in order to get what I wanted.
The goal was to accomplish this in Grasshopper but due to unknown reasons we had to use Meshlab which
eventually went perfect. Simultaneously to the shaft the sole was made by the other team members. Since
we wanted to make the heels de-attachable to the feet we came up with a mechanic to put the heel on the
shoe. After this, each of us had the opportunity to make their own heel. (this part can be found under heels
under my name).
Reflection
Since we had to pick at least two techniques to work with, we decided to do all four of them. Through this I
have gained awareness in how to use these type of rapid prototyping tools in order to realize your concept.
For example, one of the things we did was laser cutting the feet and putting it together to get a good sense
of how the scanned foot turned out in a physical form rather than purely digital on a screen. This also gave
us the realization that the scan went fine and that the proportions were right. Since it was faster and cheaper
to laser cut instead of printing, it have shown us how valuable this technique can be if used properly.

I have also become aware that I need to develop my skills in 3D modeling further since as proven in this
module everything is possible but the major part was having the skills to actually make the model as
intended. (for example the research we had to do in order to get a simple voronoi mesh of the foot)
The silicone casting part was not entirely new to me but since I did that during my B2.1 it was nice to
freshen this up and it also gave me more experience and knowledge that I already had.
I now know how to utilize the techniques from this module for my next projects. That laser cutting can be
used to get very fast and cheap impression of the actual product would feel and look like. Thereby rapid
prototyping through this manufacturing can be seen as a tool to communicate. Since I already am fond of
skill based learning to get a broad knowledge about different disciplines this is absolutely something that I
further develop.
The only boundary that this technique has is the cost which can be very steep if you want high fidelity
models. This comes mostly because the printer that we mainly used (which was the connex) is both
expensive in actual material and support material. Before this module I had the impression that 3D printing
itself is a cheap process but after the cost calculation I began to realize that if you really want to have nice
looking models you have to be willing to pay more. For simple probes during an exploration the simpler
printers such as the Ultimakers fit the job perfectly.

